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ABOUT FORREST

Hi, my name is Forrest Mankins. I’m a commercial photographer and director 

based in Durango, Colorado.  My passion lies in the joy of the journey and my 

work comes from the desire to tell the stories that happen along the way.

Recent clients include: Abercrombie & Fitch, Ad Council, Alberta Tourism, Apple, 

Away, Canon, Cutter & Buck, Danner, Huckberry, Lifeproof, Keurig, Marshall, 

Microsoft, MINI, ONA, Samsung, Seager, Uber, United By Blue, Visit Florida, and 

Visit Maine.
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Canon EOS 1DX Mark II

Canon EF 24-70 f/2.8L II

Canon EF 70-200 f/2.8L

Canon EF 35mm f/1.4L II

Canon EF 50mm f/1.8

GEAR
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Alex introduces one of his favorite creators, Forrest Mankins, and gives some 

backstory to their relationship and the workshop.

01. INTRODUCTION

Alex and Forrest have tea and kickoff the workshop.

02. TEA

This is a hard one for most people, I know I’ve struggled with it over the years, 

and I still do. I think a lot of times we get 99% of the shoot right but come away 

lacking one of the elements we had planned for our photo. Maybe we had a frame 

with good light but didn’t get the expression, and maybe we had another frame 

with the right expression but the subject’s face wasn’t lit correctly. It is possible 

to have all of the elements together on a shoot but then to not have them all in 

the same frame. This is normal, and I know I’ve been guilty in the past of taking 

the best image from a shoot that was just almost perfect and using it. I think this 

is a form of self soothing our egos—we know internally that we didn’t get every 

element right, but it’s like if we use the image it must not have been a failure, 

right? Why are we putting so much energy into creating these entire worlds, into 

expressing a concept that is uniquely our own, and then giving up so quickly- 

or rather, doing 99% of the work and settling for good enough? We all know 

that it’s pretty easy to create a lot of “good” images with ease, but the thing to 

remember, is that this is not the quality of work we’re here to make. This to me is 

the most important part of the process. You can do an amazing job at planning 

out an entire shoot, but by choosing a less than amazing image as a final result 

you’ve wasted the idea and your own time. We need to try, fail, and refine until we 

execute. Sometimes the first three parts of this cycle seem to repeat endlessly; but 

remember, each failure is a step closer to where we want to go.

03. FAILURE
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I want to start with this, because a burnout is what lead me to this path. In the 

summer of 2017 I did the biggest shoot I had ever done by a long shot. It was 16 

days in two countries and was incredibly demanding in every way. We shot around 

40,000 images in that time and when I got back to Montana, I was fried.

I’m talking about this because I think it’s inevitable for all of us at some point. I 

mean, I thought about photography from the time I woke up until I went to sleep. 

I loved it more than anything, but still I was facing this impediment. Looking back,  

while I totally see that it was a difficult time, it was also the start of a period of 

growth for me, and I’m so thankful I went through it. 

You might be going through the same type of situation, or your own version of it. 

You might be coming out of it or might not have happened yet, but I’m here to tell 

you that if it can happen to me, it can happen to anyone. With the right mindset, it 

can turn from an obstacle into an opportunity.  

I was mentally tired, aimless, and I didn’t feel much inspiration. I felt like I was 

shooting the same old stuff, even in new places. None of it felt fresh, so I decided 

to give it some time because I’d never felt this way before. 

So, over the fall and winter, I still wasn’t shooting much, but I couldn’t stop 

thinking about what was happening to me and I realized that 1: I was still as 

obsessed with photography as ever, and 2: I was going to have to figure out a way 

to get over this.  So I asked myself, if I could shoot anything—and I mean literally 

anything, what would it be? And this lead to creating concepts.

04. BURNOUT: OBSTACLE OR OPPORTUNITY?

05. CREATING CONCEPTS

This is the most important thing to me.

I was in the middle of that burnout and I was asking myself these questions: 

what if I could shoot anything? What would it be? If I had everything exactly as I 

wanted, the perfect location, light, model, props, everything, what would I do?
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I challenged myself to think of just one photograph that I would make if I had 

everything going for me and I wrote it down.  I wasn’t thinking about what I could 

shoot right then, in the wintertime, in the Rocky Mountains, but anything. Anything 

is the key word for this exercise—it removes all limitations, and it puts us into a 

mindset of control. To me, it implies a separation from reality, which is important 

because when we’re facing a burnout or feeling challenged, I think we often feel as 

if maybe we’re not the one steering the ship. 

So after thinking of that first photo, which was someone sitting sideways in 

a canoe, I thought of a variation—someone standing in a canoe that was free 

floating. I’ll be the first to say that this was nothing super groundbreaking, but 

when you’re faced with burnout and questioning everything, to get any piece of 

ground back is a big deal. To me it felt like hope. 

I started this list with all of the ideas I could think of and I’m still doing that. If 

I see a location, a certain type of light, or anything that I think is cool, I write it 

down right then. I don’t put any pressure on myself to decide if it’s worthy or 
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anything at all in the moment, and 

the thought is, if I felt compelled to 

write it down, maybe there’s some 

potential there. The other plus of 

having a list is that you can go back 

at any time and review it, there’s no 

worry about forgetting anything, 

and if something is still appealing 

to you in a day or a month, maybe 

it’s worth pursuing. 

We’re prone to doing the same 

things over and over, so keeping a 

list like this can give us direction, an 

assignment, and from there we can 

go back and pick what sounds best 

that day and make it happen. 

I think of it like this: maybe you 

picked an idea that demands a 

sunny day, you go out and then the 

weather turns. I’ve written down 

ideas that need sunlight, and I’ve 

got ones that need rain, so I have 

something to reference when I’m 

feeling lost. I  Whether it’s a note 

on your phone or a little notebook 

you keep with you, taking the time 

to write down brief outlines of your 

ideas can help you come back to 

photography with a new passion 

and direction.
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06. PLANNING

So we have our list of concepts, we’ve chosen one, and now we need to identify 

the elements that are going to have to come together to make it happen.

Let’s say I want to make a photograph of someone sitting in the back of a car,  and 

maybe it’s going down the road. 

To start with, I need a subject and I also need someone willing to drive the car. I 

need to think about what I want to be visible through the car windows, if anything 

and I need to ask myself what kind of light will make that look best.

LIGHT

If I want sunlight streaming in the side of the window in the afternoon, I’m going 

to have to find a road that goes more or less north and south, and if I want my 

subject facing to the right I’ll need to be going north so the light is hitting their 

face. We’ll talk more about location, but I want to get you into the mindset of 

thinking about the light we need first, and then identifying what location serves 

that while still providing an appropriate backdrop. 

So back to the shot. Do I have the kind of car required to get the look I want? 

Does a friend? If so, great, but if not, can I find something close to what I want and 

maybe shoot a little bit tighter or differently to more anonymize the vehicle in my 

shot? These are the types of questions that go into every shoot, and this is the 

method of planning that sets us up for success. 

Producers in the commercial world think about this kind of thing and more  for 

entire sets, locations, permits, schedule, catering, it is endless. So Hopefully by 

comparison that makes our list of responsibilities seem small, because we need 

to be our own producers and cover all of the bases to put ourselves into the right 

place at the right time.

So we’ve added a lot of parts into this, and to itemize, I need: two people, a sunny 

day, a car, and what else? A location.



PLANNING A LOCATION

This is a little bit of an aside but it’s something I want to touch on really quickly: 

what is your idea? Do you need a big  landscape or maybe something more 

intimate? Maybe you want something that feels like these crazy landscapes we see 

on social media, but you’re not near the Tetons or Rainier, or Iceland, or wherever. 

I think that it’s important to think about the point, or the substance of a photo 

as your primary goal first, with the location being secondary. Maybe you want an 

awesome summertime shot of someone jumping into a mountain lake, but, like me, 

you probably don’t have a lake with huge mountains in your backyard.

You do probably have a lake nearby, or a pool you can visit, so what if you got 

up on a box or a ladder, and shot down into the water as someone jumped in? 

By changing our position, we just removed the need for a specific backdrop, 

simplified our frame drastically, and we also made the shot much more dependent 

upon on the original concept and nailing the right moment. 

This is how I choose locations: what am I shooting? What is the activity or the 

backdrop? What do I really need in the frame to convey my message?  Where 

can I find a little chunk of background that fits in with my goal? We don’t need 

everything to be perfect, just the elements we’re choosing to put in our frame. 

We’re implying all of these things in photography, and I think we can do the same 

with our locations. I’m often shooting with a 50mm or even tighter specifically 

because I want the focus on the action in my frame, even when I am in a location 

that’s super epic. Is the location your subject or is your model? I don’t think either 

is wrong, but it’s an answer we need to know, and narrowing down our ideas to 

allow the elements in our photos to co-exist without competing with one another 

is essential.
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We all have limitations, some are real, and some are not. Real limitations could 

include our geographic location or the amount of free time we have. What we 

usually have more of are self-imposed limitations. You might say, “Well I’d love to 

take images like that, but I don’t have a professional model to shoot, or anybody, 

and my gear sucks.” We’re setting a lot limitations for ourselves internally, whether 

we know it or not, and this is a big problem. Another thing that we do, and 

something I’m also guilty of, is putting things inside a box of what is good and 

what is not. In the past I’ve thought certain light was good and certain light was 

not, that certain locations were no good, etc. I created this tiny little box to exist 

inside of that really held me back. That’s where I was when I ran into that burnout. 

Of course i got burnout and exhausted all of my options, I had given myself so few 

of them! Now I look at a certain light or a certain location and I try to think, “Okay, 

what kind of photo would this be perfect for?” It’s only a change in mindset, but to 

me this is one of the most important takeaways of this workshop. Every location 

can be good, and all light can be good, it is up to us to understand how to work 

with what we have.

LIMITATIONS

07. FINDING PEOPLE TO SHOOT WITH

I am guessing a lot of you are saying, okay, I get all of this, but how do you find 

people?  I don’t have anyone to take photos of! You might not have any photos of 

people in your portfolio yet, so it’s even more challenging to start building your 

network.

I will say this, if this is the stage you’re at, it doesn’t get any harder than this. Or 

even better, it’s only going to get easier. 

So for now we’re going to focus on starting with just one person, and that could 

be a close friend, a family member, someone who replies back to a call for people 

on social media, we’re just looking for one person. And for some of you, this might 

seem like the most daunting thing you could imagine, but I promise the worst that 

can happen is you get a “no.” This step can definitely be scary because you’re 

putting yourself out there, but I think you’re going to find that there are a lot of 

people who are really eager to take photos.
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So we’ve found a person, any person, and now it’s time to talk about some things 

that we need to remain highly cognizant of  from this point on out in the shoot. 

When someone has agreed to shoot with us, they are showing a displaying a huge 

amount of trust. Not just trust in our creative vision, but in trust in us as people.  

It is solely our responsibility to outline everything with your model before the 

shoot. I’m talking about your obvious things like your concept, which includes 

location, wardrobe, timing, logistics, all of the day of information, but just as 

importantly what happens after the shoot. 

Most people won’t know or think to ask about how you’re going to use the photos, 

hopefully they do, but before I was into photography, I know that it never crossed 

my mind when someone took my photo.  I let them know what the images are 

for, where they’ll be, and why I’m making them. 90% of the time with someone 

new, I’m making images just to make them, not for any client. So keeping that in 

mind, my typical email to someone before shooting together for the first time is 

structured like this: 

An overview of the concept, what the day of looks like, what method I will use to 

deliver the photos to the model, and a few sentences about appropriate usage on 

both ends. I let everyone know that I am not making these photos for or selling 

them to any company, and that if I ever have an inquiry about the photos we 

make together that the subject will be the first to know. I also let them know that 

they are free to use the images for their social media/website, and if they are 

approached by a brand about these photos that I should be the first to know as 

well. 

I also let everyone know that they are totally encouraged to bring a friend, 

a significant other, just anyone whose presence might make them feel more 

comfortable. This puts control in the hands of our subject, and gives them more 

confidence in us. In addition to providing all of this information simply because we 

should as good people, this level of assertive respect also falls under the scope of 

intimacy, which is the crucial connection we’re looking for with our subjects. When 

they are completely comfortable, it’s apparent in our photos, and the same goes 

for when they are not.
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08. WORKING WITH TALENT

So what happens a lot with new photographers, or with photographers that are 

new to shooting with people, is that they get out to a location, and they start 

thinking about everything that THEY need to be doing -  where they should stand, 

what lens to use,  settings - they start thinking about everything else, and forget 

that their model still has no idea what to do.

This puts a lot of stress on any person in front of the camera, whether they’re a 

professional or not, and it creates a tension that once again is  apparent to your 

viewers. What we want to do is walk our model through the shoot, so I might say: 

“okay the idea of this shot is to get you portaging a canoe through the woods, so 

I’m just going to walk through our location  with my camera and get a quick idea 

of where I want to be and where we’ll have you.”

When I do this  I’ll usually have a zoom lens on like a 24-70, or just any lens that 

you’re familiar with,  and I’ll walk to the area I think I need to b e in and see how 

much I need to adjust. I’m then envisioning where the action within my frame 

needs to happen, and finally I’m going to come back over to my subject and tell 

them to watch me do the action they’ll be doing. 
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In this instance of our portage photo, I’ll give specific directions, I might say  “so 

you’ll be standing here right where I am, and *as I’m walking* you’ll be walking 

down this path all the way to here.” I’m also going to remind them that 1: we’re 

really only trying to get one good photo, and 2: we expect a lot of wasted frames. 

I’m letting them  know what role is to play, and that there is no expectation to 

have every shot perfect. this takes a lot of pressure off and allows us both to get 

in a more comfortable and creative mindset. Another thing I do, depending on 

the shot, is tell people to be normal, and that might mean, “You can look around, 

you can talk, if a mosquito lands on your arm slap it, the role I showed you is just 

a baseline, we aren’t looking to recreate that perfectly, we want to see a human 

being a human in this.”

So now we both know what we are doing, my model  is going to start at point A, 

and on my call walk to point B. they know that if a bug lands on them they can 

shoo it off, or that they  can talk to me, look around, and when one cycle of this 

performance is done. They also knows that we will likely do it quite a few times, 

not downing on anything that they’re doing doing, but just accepting that when 

we’re trying to capture images that are totally real, we need to run through them 

multiple times to get that realness. 

At this point, we’re going to run through the cycle a couple of times and then I’ll 

usually tell my subject to take a few minutes while I look through images. This 

creates space for me to actually take a minute,  without anyone waiting on me, 

and lets me put all of my focus  into identifying elements that I like. Everyone 

knows what’s going on all the time, and even if for the model, if that’s nothing 

at all, that’s so much better than having them standing around and not knowing 

what’s going on - and I think if we took a second and thought about how we 

would feel in that situation, we’d make sure never to leave anyone hanging. 

When talking about the photos during a photoshoot, I  always want to start with 

positives, and if there are negatives I try to address the needed change as a 

positive.  I also talk about things that I’m doing  a lot, and you’ll how see how it 

puts a lot of the pressure on me, which is where we want it. 

So maybe you’re shooting sunrise, and your model is acting a little static, or 

stiff. I might say, “the light is super good right now, this looks great, but I haven’t 

quite figured out where I’m trying to go with this photo yet. I know we’re close to 

something good, but I’m going to change a few things on my end while I work this 
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out. Maybe you could just walk out of frame, and then just turn around walk back 

in, in whatever way feels comfortable, I’m just going to watch through the lens and 

see if I like that idea.”  So I’m putting the pressure on my decisions, and my ideas, 

and I think if you try that out it’ll still feel a hundred times easier than trying to 

make good photos after inadvertently putting the “blame” on your subject. 

One last thing, while we’re keeping everything positive, we want to build off of as 

many positives as possible during the shoot, so I’m being very conscious about 

periodically showing my subject the good photos we’re getting. Usually when I 

get the first one that I like, I’ll immediately show them and say “look how good this 

is, this is awesome!” and generally you’ll see their demeanor totally change, even if 

they seemed comfortable before. 

As you can see this is entire process is as simple as thinking about how you would 

feel in the other position, and doing everything you can to make that as enjoyable 

an experience as possible.  Go above and beyond with how you treat your people, 

and you’ll make new creative relationships that put you on the  path to creating 

better work than you’ve ever made.

09. BUILDING A TEAM

How do we build a team from scratch? 

This sounds really official to a lot of people, and I want to quickly demystify that 

and use a different term instead of team: friends. 

On commercial shoots we often have assistants, digi techs, a whole crew of people 

to help us, but once again, when we’re out in the field on our own to make the 

photos that WE want to make, for us, we need to get creative with it getting help.

I think as we did with our model search, we start with our friends. Another great 

option is to find another photographer that’s maybe in the same part of the 

journey with you. They probably want some help too, so why not trade with each 

other? We learn a lot from assisting others, even if it’s by just being exposed to 

another person’s way of thinking. I think that part of it might almost be more 
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valuable, but in a worst case scenario you at least come out with someone to help 

you. 

I keep in mind my network of friends who are into doing “photo things”, whether 

it’s being a model or driving the land cruiser while I shoot, and as I figure out  

what concept I want to pursue I start reaching out to see who’s interested.

Follow along on a photoshoot with Forrest to see him build a team and how he 

relies on them for help to make the shoot come together.

10. SHOOTING WITH A TEAM
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11. FILM VS. DIGITAL

I get asked a lot what camera I’m shooting on. I shoot on quite a few different 

camera systems, from 35mm point and shoots and SLRs, to DSLRs, and medium 

format film setups. Each of these cameras have their own strengths and 

weaknesses, but honestly there aren’t many images in my portfolio that I couldn’t 

have created with even this little point and shoot. 

To me this totally illustrates that in a photo, light, expression, timing, camera 

position, etc, these things are all far more important than how many megapixels 

your camera has, how new it is, or how much dynamic range you have.  We need 

to prioritize the image over the medium, and I kind of think about it this way: if 

my photo is good, I absolutely do not care what it was shot on. That being said, 

we can capitalize on the strengths of whatever camera we have and use that as 

leverage as we’re out shooting.

You might have a little point and shoot like this, or some other camera that’s small 

and light, so why don’t we take advantage of how portable it is and go shoot an 

activity or shoot in a place that would be way harder to access with a big heavy 

camera? I think about all of these cameras in this sort of way, and they each have 

their own plusses, but if you picked any one of them and took the others away, I 

wouldn’t at all feel like I was at a disadvantage. 

So now we have the question, film or digital? I honestly really dislike that sort of 

weighted question. The answer for me is both. I love how I can shoot fast action 

with my digital cameras, and I can shoot them until I know I’ve got the shot nailed. 

I love how I can shoot in almost perfect darkness without a tripod, and I love the 

flexibility I have in post. 

 I also love how film handles skin tones and brighter light, and honestly how not 

knowing if I’ve got the perfect frame brings more concentration during a shoot. 

I shoot a lot of film when the light’s brighter, usually from right around sunrise to 

right around sunset. I think it looks better than I can edit, or at least it gets there 

more effortlessly. When the light’s good. 

It’s important to me that people don’t look at my work and think about what 

medium I used to get there. I want the beauty of film, the flexibility of digital, and 

the judgement to know when to use each. On a lot of my work I get asked what 

camera I used or what film stock I shot with, and to me that’s a success. I don’t 
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want people to see my work partitioned  as my “digital work” and “film” work, I 

just want them to see my work, so for me knowing when to shoot film to get the 

best results, and learning how to edit my digital photos to take only the best parts 

of film is super important. 

So when would I use either, and how would I use them together in the same 

shoot? I usually start out with digital. At the start of the shoot, I’m normally where 

I want to be creatively yet, so it’s good to have some leeway when you’re getting 

warmed up and figuring it out. It takes a little bit to get a flow going between you 

and your subject too, so I typically shoot this part on digital, and I’m constantly 

reminding myself, if the photos is good, I don’t care what it was shot on. 

Once I’ve kind of identified some things I like, I try to refine that with a few frames 

on the digital, and then to shoot the same thing on film. A lot of the time I’m 

taking 1-3 film shots, then switching back to the digital camera. When I feel like the 

shoot is gaining more momentum creatively, when I’m more comfortable, more 

present, and likewise for my subject, I’ll often switch back to film and shoot a bit 

more, but it can be as many or as few frames as I feel like. 

There’s no set percentage for me, sometimes it’s really heavy with the digital and 

sometimes it’s almost all film. I think when you’re starting out it’s a good idea to 

try to set yourself up for success, so more digital than film may be the best way to 

ease into it.

On commercial shoots I’m almost always shooting digital—it’s important for clients 

to know they’ve got the shot at the time of capture, and they typically want a bit 

of flexibility in editing. I do keep a film camera around though, and I’ll do the same 

kind of thing as I mentioned earlier, bouncing back and forth from film to digital if 

I think it’s a shot that might be portfolio worthy. Even if I don’t use the film photo, I 

like to have it for comparing edits. 

That’s my relationship with the mediums. Instead of a “versus” type relationship, 

it’s one that utilizes both for their distinct advantages.
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12. EDITING - REFERENCING FILM

So let me start with film, because I’m not doing too many edits to it. I’ll change 

my colors, white balance a little, add some contrast, but that’s about it. I’m picking 

the film stock to rely on my final look. The reason I’m pickier with what light I 

shoot film in is because to an extent, what you shot is what you get. We can’t jerk 

around our highlights and shadows like we can on digital, so good light is a must 

for me. I also store my film photos in the same sort of hierarchy, only it goes FILM 

> YEAR > MONTH > DATE/location.

I should also say that I’m using one large Lightroom catalog to house all of it. The 

way Lightroom’s catalogs operate, there is absolutely no slowdown, even on a 

catalog with hundreds and hundreds of thousands of images and edits in it. 

So for digital my workflow is pretty simple. Connect my card, copy ALL of the 

files off of the card, paste them into my 2019 > 5.19 May > 5.31 Lake 5 Dock folder, 

and eject my memory card. I then open Lightroom, click import, and tell it where 

that folder is. I go through the entire shoot and rate any photo that I want to 

keep with a 1 star. Then I tell Lightroom to filter to show only the 1 stars, and then 

I go through and rate photos that I want to edit 2 stars. In this process I usually 

stop and hover over a couple different presets of mine just to get a glance at 

what it could look like, then I go back to finishing the 2 star ratings. I think this is 

important because if we know we’re editing the best image of the shoot, we’re 

more apt to do a better job of it. 

When I’m editing my digital photos, I want to balance the light that was there 

during capture, and fix the colors to my liking, but something that is really 

important to me is to take some of the characteristics of film that I like, and that 

doesn’t include everything about film. I don’t even like everything about one 

particular stock of film. 

I love how Portra’s shadows have that warm, ruddy yellow to them, how the blues 

stand out, and how the warm colors compliment that. I love the greens of Fuji 

400h in good sunlight, and how the blue is shifted a little bit over to cyan. I also 

love Fuji’s skin tones, so these are some of the things that I think about when 

editing my digital photos. What would Portra have done with this image? What 

would Fuji have done? Can I edit this image in a way that has those warm shadows 

and blue/gold pop from Portra, skin tones and greens from fuji, and still retain 

shadow detail and flexibility in exposure latitude? It takes a bit of practice, but it’s 

totally doable, and is an important part for me,  keeping my film and digital work 
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cohesive. I’m not trying to fool anyone into thinking a digital photo is film or vice 

versa, but it often happens just because I’m drawing on different behaviors of 

different mediums for inspiration across the board. 

13. EDITING - FINISHING A CONCEPT

Follow along to see how Forrest finishes a concept.

14. PRESETS

Presets. Okay, I’ve been wanting to talk about this for a long time. I’ve seen a lot of 

people “speaking up” and saying that they would never sell or show their presets, 

that it’s this personal thing that they don’t want to give up, that it’s not the way 

to learn, and that it can hinder people from making their own style. Personally, I 

call bullshit. I don’t think there is anything sacred about a sequence of sliders, and 

I believe that hiding behind something like an edit is a crutch, and might be fear 

based, the idea that “if someone knew how I edit, that I’d lose my advantage.” 

 I’m not saying that photographers who don’t offer their presets in any way are 

operating like this, I’m just saying that all a preset is is information. There’s the 

value of getting a good look instantly, and some people may want just that, which 

is totally fine. The other side is that you’re getting a 1:1 look at how all of the sliders 

and functions in Lightroom work together. This goes from rote knowledge, which 

is an application of the preset, to comprehension, which is taking the information 

from the preset and changing it, utilizing it into your own vision. 

Your bad photo sucks because it’s bad and your great photo rules because it’s 

great. An edit, a preset, can help polish something that’s good even more, but it’s 

not going to make ANYONE’s photo good. You can do an amazing edit on a bad 

frame and no one’s going to care, so I say let’s forget about this “holier than thou” 

kind of talk about presets and realize that inside of each one is a lesson that we 

can choose to learn from or ignore. 

For those of you who can play an instrument, you’ll know that a very integral 

part of the learning process is learning other people’s songs. Whether it’s Mozart, 
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Zeppelin, or whoever, it’s all the same. While you’re learning songs you like, you’re 

learning new techniques, accruing hours of experience, and internalizing all of this 

into skill, which is how you will progress into your own journey. Long story short, a 

preset is information, the same as a youtube video about what ISO is, and I think 

it’s exciting that we have opportunities like these to gain access to other people’s 

knowledge, it’s totally invaluable in informing our own perspective.

15. $500 CHALLENGE - LAKE 5

Although in 2019 we call this gear “cheap and old,” $500 is still a lot of money, and 

at one point this gear was brand new and photographers around the world were 

buying it as fast as they could to shoot worldwide campaigns with. We could have 

used an iPhone, a GoPro, an anything, but since I get so many questions about 
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what camera one might start with, the 5D II and 50 1.8 seemed like a good answer. 

You’ll notice that in the $500 challenges, the shooting is easy. It’s easy because 

we’ve taken the time to plan the concept, location, light, model, wardrobe, 

everything. This $500 challenge is the biggest demonstration of the idea of this 

workshop. Shooting is easy, but assembling everything in the right way at the right 

time is the hard part, and is what separates good from great. 

16. LEARNING TASTE

How do we learn taste? Well, that’s tough. 

I think first, it’s time put in. There’s something about experience that seasons us, 

and gives us insight to draw from. It’s not just time though, and I bet we all know 

someone who’s been doing an activity for a while, and quite frankly they stink. 

Think, playing an instrument, cooking,  driving, it etc. 

So that tells me that time by put in by itself isn’t a guarantee, or an indicator of 

taste and skill, what most people call talent. Look at the photos you took in the 

first day, week, or month you owned your camera. Do you still like all of them as 

much as you did then? Have you taken “better” photos since?

So it’s not just time that gives us taste, but time spent  informed by outside 

influences and reflection. Once we begin an activity, I think the way we intake 

that activity is heightened, comparing our experience and skill level to date with 

people who have dedicated their lives to a craft. This starts that gap I mentioned 

between taste and skill level, and as we spend more time thinking about what it 

is we truly want to make, what we can’t stand not to make, I think that heightens 

our vision and actually challenges us to create what we’re feeling. .I think the 

most valuable thing I can give you in this lesson is to recognize that all of our 

experiences in life inform everything else we do, so exploring other photographers 

work, paintings, movies, festivals, activities, travel, life itself, those are the things 

that give us a creative bearing, but where we want to go with it comes from inside. 

 I think it’s kind of crazy when I hear other musicians or photographers say they 

try not to listen to other bands or look at other peoples work. we really do bring 

something unique to the table when we put in the time and effort, and I think our 
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vision and value is honed far more effectively when we have more experiences to 

draw from. 

Taste, to me, has a better name and that is discernment. I’d bet that a lot of you 

watching this already know how to create good photos, you’ve likely shot a lot 

and done some identifying of your own on what works and what doesn’t. That’s a 

great place to be, but it comes with its own challenges, because a lot of us learned 

really quickly and then hit this wall. We’ve got the technical skill down because 

honestly that’s relatively simple, but since we were completely focused on that at 

first now that our head’s above water we don’t know which way to swim. 

Keeping our taste above our current skill level makes us picky, and I think being 

picky is a really good thing to be. Let’s say you have an incredible concept, you 

plan for it, do everything right, and after the shoot you don’t have that 1 image 

that’s the thing  you were picturing. A picky person says no way, I’m going to do 

this again until I get it right, i’m not diluting my vision with happenstance, I’ve got 

this. 

And we can be picky about a lot of things, the frames we pick and don’t pick 

being the most visible, but we also need to need to be picky about the ingredients 

we use. Do you feel like your subject truly gets where you’re trying to go, do they 

seem like a good fit? Is your wardrobe selection really right? Are the props good? 

What expression do you want? Did you think about that? You should be able to 

see it, otherwise we’re going to have an even easier time accepting good enough. 

This is how we evolve our portfolios. We should be planning these images, 

designing these images, and putting all of our creative energy into bringing them 

into fruition. 

17. $500 CHALLENGE - LAND CRUISER

Again with the $500 challenge - we waited until the “good light.” “Good” meaning 

light that was appropriate for what we wanted to accomplish with our photo. I 

want to mention something here as well - you’ll see that in some of the shots in 

the field I’m shooting in burst mode on a fast camera. The 5D II has a burst mode, 

but it’s substantially slower than most cameras, and the autofocus is not as fast 

either. Don’t take this as a disadvantage, a lot of the ads we see on billboards 
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or TV or in magazines were shot with a medium format camera that is MUCH 

SLOWER than the 5D II, or basically any DSLR, and they usually have only 1 

autofocus point. We work with what we have, and if the case is that we have slow 

Autofocus and slow frame rates, we can work to identify where in the action we 

should be trying to take the 1-2 frames, and then hone in on that. 

In this $500 challenge I shot with Mina at a favorite lake, and made what is 

basically a still life - everything is arranged. You can see that sometimes I’m 

directing literally everything, like this, and sometimes I’m directing a role in which 

the subjects can act and live - both are great ways to get to your final vision. 

Looking for specific answers to specific questions? Find out what Alex was curious 

to ask Forrest. 

18. Q&A
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